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Abstract A mathematical model and experimental analysis of the effect of oxide8

thickness on ambient conduction is provided in the Schottky Barrier Carbon Nan-9

otubes (CNTs) Field Effect Transistor (SB-CNTFET). To develop them as the future10

of IC (integrated circuit) technology, the suppression of ambipolar behaviour in SB-11

CNTFET is imperative. The ambipolar nature of SB-CNTFET contributes to a high12

amount of leakage current. tox ≈ 49.91mm uses a dielectric of gate oxide with a13

thickness to inhibit the ambipolar behaviour. In an SB-CNTFET, the conductance14

is regulated by the electrical field at the source/drain contacts and the band bend-15

ing length at the contacts is determined by tox. Therefore, the prime parameter tox16

that affects the Schottky barrier width and the subthreshold area. The suppression of17

ambipolar property is presented through experimental analysis. The SB-CNTFET is18

produced using high-k dielectrics such as Zirconium dioxide. This work discusses the19

suppression of ambipolar activity in SB-CNTFETs without reducing the Ion current20

using an appropriate dielectric with optimum thickness.21
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1 Introduction24

The emerging trend towards the Internet of Things (IoT) has increased the demand25

of scaled-down low power devices with high-performance [1], [31], [3], [7], [10].26

This need is addressed by the growth of nano-electronic devices based on novel ma-27

terials such as semiconducting carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [36] with their outstanding28

nanoscale carrier mobility [8]. Owing to their ballistic electron transport, they can29

carry strong currents without scattering [14].30

Among all novel nano electronic devices, the carbon nanotube field effect tran-31

sistors (CNTFETs) are in the limelight for their promising device characteristics [4].32

The CNTFETs also exhibit high frequency characteristics up to 10 GHz [14]. In the33

recent applications, the CNTFETs are found in the gas sensing based on IoT, antennas34

based CNTs, and interconnect in the RF unit [5], [6], [30], [9], [11], [13]. CNTs can35

be used as ultrasensitive gas sensors for the next generation applications [32], [35].36

There are some barriers, despite all these credentials, that restrict the commercial37

use of CNTFETs. One such barrier is discussed in this paper, i.e., the ambipolar be-38

haviour of CNTFET that increases the OFF-state leakage current. The OFF current39

found at Schottky Barrier (SB) is due to the tunnelling of charge carrier. A metal-40

contacted CNTFET is favoured over a heavily doped semiconductor-contacted CNT-41

FET because the metals substantially show lower parasitic resistance [18]. However,42

the doping techniques of CNTFET have not achieved any substantial maturity.43

The focus of this work is on the Schottky Barrier CNTFET (SB-CNTFET) with44

metal interface. Previously, the only way to make the system unipolar was to dope the45

contact points extensively [18], [17]. Other effective ways to suppress SB-CNTFET’s46

ambipolar behaviour are discussed: Channel halo doping in CMOS technologies is47

one of the techniques for reducing short-channel effects [16]. This technique is used48

to inhibit ambipolar activity in CNTFETs. There are p-type dopants added for some49

unique duration in the CNT channel. Since the source side of the channel is p-doped,50

all variations of the drain potential are screened. It has been shown that the halo dop-51

ing technique lowers the leakage current. Naderi et al. launched another new unit,52

a Linear Doped Channel (LDC) CNTFET [27], [29]. The halo doping is linearly53

distributed across the channel rather than doping on one end of the channel, with a54

maximum concentration decreasing linearly to zero on the source side as it goes to the55
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drain side of the channel. The gate structure engineering can also achieve the suppres-56

sion of CNTFETs’ ambipolar behaviour. The ambipolar behaviour [34] is suppressed57

by a vertical partial gate where the gate only covers a portion of the channel. The58

absence of a gate on the drain side makes the SB on this side thick, ensuring unipolar59

behaviour. The same impact of the gate without controlling the channel may also be60

generated by a deep trench inserted under the CNT near the source or drain contact.61

The back gate under CNT does not control the trench area [22], [23]. The absence62

of control over that portion of the channel makes the SB thick on the side of the63

source/drain, thus suppressing ambipolar behaviour. All of these approaches focus64

on advanced fabrication techniques. The study of nanotube diameter function and the65

effect of gate oxide thickness found that the thin gate oxide (4 nm) CNTFETs ex-66

hibited ambipolar characteristics [14], [15]. The gate oxide thickness approximately67

equals to the thickness of the SB [33]. Because of the one dimensional structure of68

the CNTs, the gate capacitance, Cox, is inversely proportional to the logarithm of69

the oxide thickness, tox, in long channel devices. The tunnelling in the barrier and70

ambipolar conduction is achieved due to the scaling of tox aggressively. The charge71

in the silicon MOSFET channel is affected by tox through gate capacitance which72

affects the conductance in the ON state. It is the electric field at the source/drain73

contacts that regulate the conductance in an SB CNTFET, and tox defines the band74

bending length at the contacts. The tox is, therefore, the primary parameter which75

affects subthreshold region current and Schottky barrier width. The fact that CNT-76

FETs with thin gate oxide appear to be ambipolar with almost symmetrical features77

is exposed by experimental results [37], [2]. A backgated SB CNTFET exhibited am-78

bipolar characteristics with 2 nm and 5 nm thick gate oxide. An asymmetric barrier79

height led to asymmetric electron and hole conduction when the gate insulator was80

thick (40 nm) [38]. Thus, by providing a thick dielectric gate, ambipolar behaviour81

is suppressed. To suppress ambipolar conduction, it is, therefore, necessary to obtain82

the optimal values of gate oxide thickness.83

The dense dielectric gate, however, decreases the current due to tunnelling. A84

high−K dielectric such as Zirconium dioxide is used to compensate for this decrease85

in current. High−K dielectrics are commonly used in scaled-down devices with thin86

gate oxides to reduce the leakage current. The purpose of a high−K dielectric is to87

increase conductance through thermionic emission. The on-current is, therefore, not88
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affected. An SB-CNTFET with 50 nm channel length was manufactured and charac-89

terised to demonstrate the occurrence of ambipolar conduction in SB CNTFETs with90

CNTs as a channel and thin gate oxide. The findings indicate that when compared91

to the on-currents recorded in the literature, where low-K dielectric such as SiO2 is92

used, the high−K dielectric ensures a better on current [19], [28], [25], [26]. The rise93

in thickness, toxicity, guarantees that ambipolar activity is suppressed.94

This paper is structured as follows: the mathematical model of the proposed SB95

CNTFET and the optimization using particle swarm intelligence are discussed in Sec-96

tion 2. The multiobjective optimization is presented in Section 3. Section 4 addresses97

the findings and inferences. The paper ends with Section 5.98

2 Modelling the SB CNTFET99

As the channel exhibits ambipolar activity, an SB CNTFET with a single-walled100

CNT. The model of the SB CNTFET has been shown in Fig. 1. The distribution101

functions in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are given by considering the source and the drain102

terminals Schottky barriers.103

Fig. 1: Cross-sectional view of SB-CNTFET
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f+ =
Ts fs +Td fd −TsTd fd

1− (Ts −1).(Td −1)
(1)

104

f− =
Td fd +Ts fs −TsTd fs

1− (Ts −1).(Td −1)
(2)

Applying the formula of Landauer-Büttiker the ballistic current Id , is determined105

in Eq. (3).106

Id =
2q

h
Σ

∫ Eimax

Eimin

( f+(E,µ)− f−(E,µ))dE (3)

The method was adopted in John et al. [20] for the SB-CNTFETs’ self-consistent107

simulations, solving the Schrödinger equation as in Eq. (4),108

−
h2

2m∗

∂ϕs

∂x2
− (U − ε)ϕ = 0 (4)

where the effective mass is m∗ and ε is the energy of the wave function of a carrier,109

ϕs. U is the local potential energy and is given in Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), for electrons110

and holes.111

Ue =−qφ(x)−χcnt (5)

112

Uh =−Ue + εg (6)

χcnt represents the electron affinity, ηs,d is the induced charge in the nanotube from113

the source to drain side and it is calculated as given in Eq. (7).114

ηs,d =
4

2π

∫

fs,d

∣

∣

∣
ϕs,d

∣

∣

∣

2

dks,d

=
∫

√
2m∗

πh
√

εs,d

fs,d

∣

∣

∣
ϕs,d

∣

∣

∣

2

dεs,d

(7)

The total carrier concentration given as in Eq. (8)115

n = ns +nd

p = ps + pd

(8)

are entered into the Poisson’s equation as in Eq. (9)116

∆ε∆φ =−
q(p−n)δ (ρ −ρCNT )

2πρ
(9)

The δ , here, denotes the Dirac-delta function, which defines the charge density of117

CNT. Electrons and holes are known as sheets of charges. We assume that the charges118
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are distributed evenly across the surface of nanotube. The Poisson equation in Eq. (9)119

is self-consistently solved in Eq. (4) with the Schrodinger equation.120

For circuit simulations, a symbol was developed. Fig. 2 shows the symbol of SB-121

CNTFET.122

Fig. 2: Symbol of the model

3 ANT LION OPTIMIZATION123

Ant lion optimization (ALO) is an advanced computer method, guided by the un-124

usual hunting behaviour of antlions in the hunting of their favourite prey, i.e., ants. In125

nature, each ant moves randomly during the hunt for prey. To prevent the ants from126

overshooting, random ant walks need to be normalized as follows.127

X t
j =

(X t
j −min j)× (dt

j − ct
j)

max j −min j

+ ct
j (10)

where min j and max j are the minimum and maximum random walk in the jth vari-128

able, c jt and d jt represent the minimum and maximum of jth variable in the tth
129

iteration. By adding the minimum and maximum of a variable to the location of the130

antlion, the ALO algorithm determines the new minimum and maximum of each vari-131

able in each iteration. Therefore, the ants’ random walks are influenced as follows:132
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133

ct
j = ALt

i + ct (11)

134

dt
j = ALt

i +dt (12)

For tth iteration, ct and dt are the minimum and maximum of all variables respectively135

and ith antlion at tth iteration position is shown by ALt
i . After that, the adaptive decre-136

ment of minimum and maximum values of variable are in following:ct = ct

R
,dt = dt

R
,137

and hence, the range variable moves toward the position of the antlion.138

The ratio R= 10w t
T

, where t is the current iteration and T is the maximum number139

of iterations, and w is a constant, helps to control the precision level of exploitation.140

It is captured by an antlion as the ant hits the bottom of the pit. In addition, an antlion141

updates its location to increase its chances of attracting new ants in the following142

ways:143

ALt
i = Antt

ji f f (Antt
j)< f (ALt

i) (13)

Where t displays the current iteration, and Ant jt displays jth ant at the location of tth
144

iteration. The fittest antlion is considered the elite, and during iterations it influences145

the motion of all the ants. The location of an ant, therefore, is as follows:146

Antt
j =

Rt
A +Rt

E

2
, (14)

where Rt
A is the random walk of the ant around a specific antlion, and Rt

E is the147

random walk of the ant around the elite antlion.148

For the distribution of the solution in the archive, ALO uses a niche approach,149

where the neighbourhood of each solution is explored in a predefined radius. From150

the solutions which have the least populated area, the ALO algorithm selects antlions.151

The likelihood that a solution set from the archive is selected is: Pj =
k

N j
, where k > 1152

and N j are the number of solutions in the jth neighbourhood. When the archive is153

wholly occupied, new solutions are replaced with the solutions that have the most154

populated neighbourhood. The probability of a solution being omitted is: P j = k
N j

.155

The roulette wheel is used by ALO and Eq. (11) to select a non-dominated solution156

from the archive.157

In terms of discovery and exploitation, ALO gives superior results [21]. Good158

exploration means that the possible areas of the search space are adequately investi-159

gated and prevents the local optima from trapping the algorithm, which is ensured by160
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the random walks of ants near the antlion and the random selection of antlions. The161

shrinking boundaries of the pit, on the other hand, ensure successful utilisation.162

3.1 General steps of ALO163

The general steps of ALO (as shown in Fig. 3) to change these two sets and eventually164

estimate the global optimum for a given optimization the problem is as follows.165

1. The ant set is initialized with random values and are the main search agents in the166

ALO.167

2. The fitness value of each ant is evaluated using an objective function in each168

iteration.169

3. Ants move over the search space using random walks around the antlions.170

4. The population of antlions is never evaluated. In fact, antlions assumed to be on171

the location of ants in the first iteration and relocate to the new positions of ants172

in the rest of iterations if the ants become better.173

5. There is one antlion assigned to each ant and updates its position if the ant be-174

comes fitter.175

6. There is also an elite antlion which impacts the movement of ants, regardless of176

their distance.177

7. If any antlion becomes better than the elite, it will be replaced with the elite.178

8. Steps (ii) to (vii) are repeatedly executed until the satisfaction of an end criterion.179

9. The position and fitness value of the elite antlion is returned as the best estimation180

for the global optimum.181

3.2 Problem objectives182

In the problem of optimization, we need to choose the different objective functions183

which will help in selecting the value of the thickness of ZrO2. The purpose of this is184

to reduce the ambipolar current. Mathematically, it can be formulated as follows.185

1. For what of value of tox, Ion
Io f f

would be optimum? In Eq. (3), the value of Ion and186

Io f f can be acquired.187

2. The objective function, which is to be maximized, is the selection of material188

which has different values of permittivity.189
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Fig. 3: Flow Chart of the Antlion Optimization
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Table 1: ALO parameters

—ALO Parameters—

Maximum iteration 100

ArchiveMaxSize 100

N 100

Elite Position zeros

For all these approaches, the main inspiration derives from biological processes190

in nature. Some of the standard features of all these unorthodox algorithms are that191

all of them are population-based, derivative-independent, and have a probabilistic192

approach. These algorithms begin with a set of trial solution, solution (called a par-193

ent population) and produce a fresh collection of solutions by carrying out proper194

transformations, which are unique to each algorithm, in a test solution in a stochastic195

manner. The best results can be obtained using heuristic optimization techniques.196

For the parameters required for the CNTFET model, different optimization tech-197

niques are available in the nanoscale area to optimize the units. The high OFF-198

state leakage current under high reverse gate voltages due to band-to-band tunnelling199

(BTBT) is still a significant problem in CNTFETs. By varying the doping profile and200

asymmetry between source/drain regions, several researchers have tried to suppress201

the leakage current caused by BTBT.202

In this work, we propose a technique of optimization based on ALO to suppress203

ambipolar behaviour. The main objective of the optimization process is to obtain204

the optimum value of the gate oxide’s thickness and dielectric constant to achieve205

ambipolar conduction suppression without any loss of on-current.206

The expected value of IDS,MOALO is the measured drain current based on the207

ALO computation. The numerical function targeted is given as IDS,NUM. Table 1208

indicates the ALO parameters. Table 2 displays optimised values of the dielectric209

constant of the thickness and gate for good Ion / Ioff ratios. 49.91 mm is found to be210

the thickness, and 25 is the dielectric constant. Zirconium dioxide (ZrO2) is, there-211

fore, selected whose dielectric constant is near to 25. The SB CNTFET with 49.91212

mm ZrO2 dielectric was simulated with the optimized values extracted from ALO213

and is presented in the next section.214
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Fig. 4: Behaviour of Carbon Nanotube Transistor. (a) Drain current against Drain

voltage, (b) Drain current against Gate voltage, (c) Drain current against Drain volt-

age, (d) Drain current against Gate voltage. The (a) and (b) characteristics curves

have been plotted for thinkness of Gate oxide ≈ 49.91 nm. However, The (c) and (d)

characteristics curves have been plotted for thinkness ≈ 50.00 nm.
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Fig. 5: Characteristic of device with thick gate oxide.

Table 2: Comparative Analysis of Optimized Parameters

Quantity Optimized values (Proposed Method) Optimized values (PSO) [24]

Gate oxide thickness, tox 49.91 nm 50 nm

Gate dielectric constant, ε 25.00 (ZrO2) 25 (ZrO2)

Off current, Io f f 10−19 A 10−18 A

On current, Ion 10−6 A 10−6 A

4 Results and discussion215

Ideally, only by choosing a suitable metal with a high working function for holes and a216

low working function for electrons can be used to tune the SB height to some extent. It217

is impossible to adjust the SB height to zero because of the Fermi level pinning of the218

metal interfaces. However, Fermi level pinning for 1D channel materials is not known219

in the Metal Induced Gap States. As the SB heights can be tuned by the functional role220

of the metal contacts, this makes the metal contacted CNTFETs extremely desirable.221

Guo et al. conducted a comparative computational analysis of the impact of oxide222

thickness on CNTs’ ambipolar behaviour [12,13]. They have numerically shown that223

the ambipolar conduct of CNTs is suppressed by a thick dielectric. The same outcome224

has been experimentally demonstrated.225
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Fig. 6: ID versus VG for different thickness of ZrO2

4.1 Suppression of Ambipolar Conduction in Schottky Barrier226

Aggressive scaling down of the thickness of the gate oxide makes the Schottky barri-227

ers very thin. This is due to the one-dimensional existence of CNTs. The drain current228

for different drain and gate voltages for distinct thickness levels have been shown in229

Fig. 4. Therefore, the tunnelling of electrons and holes takes place when the dielec-230

tric gate is thin, as both SBs (source and drain side) become transparent, resulting231

in ambipolar conduction. The gate oxide thickness determines the length scale over232
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which the bands bend at the source/drain metal contacts. The SBs are not transparent233

for tunnelling when the gate dielectric is dense. The gate to the source voltage ad-234

justs the band such that electrons or holes tunnelling takes place. As shown in Fig.235

6(a), the ID-VG characteristics of the ambipolar devices present a V-shaped structure.236

In devices with thick dielectric gates, due to the trapped charges in the oxide, the237

minimum of the V-shaped plot is moved. It is possible to observe the suppression238

of ambipolar behaviour. The on-current due to tunnelling is, however, decreased due239

to the increased thickness of the gate oxide layer. Dielectric such as ZrO2 is used240

to improve the on-current due to thermionic emission. The on-current is, therefore,241

not affected. A. ray has shown that through tube diameter modulation with thin di-242

electrics, on-current (Ion) can be improved [30]. The Ion / Ioff ratio is demonstrated243

to be stronger for smaller diameters (0.6 nm) of the nanotube, but the on-current is244

weak. The result was higher on-current with nanotubes with a diameter of 2 nm, but245

the Ion / Ioff ratio is low. By the thickness of the gate oxide to inhibit ambipolar ac-246

tivity without affecting the on- current, the proposed work modulates the thickness247

of the barrier. An experiment was performed to measure the I−V characteristics of a248

system with a gate oxide like SiO2 with a thickness of 49.91 mm. Suppression of the249

ambipolar conduction reveals the features, but the on-current was less (in the order of250

pico Amps). However, for a system with gate oxide like ZrO2 with the same thickness251

( 49.91 mm), the measured characteristics showed a higher current while suppressing252
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the ambipolar conduction. The current is in the order of µA. It is demonstrated in253

Fig. 5. The suppression is due to the thickness of gate, while the greater on-current254

is due to the oxide of the gate. It is thus validated that the increased gate oxide thick-255

ness suppresses the ambipolar activity and provides strong on-current. A comparative256

graph showing the on-current reduction for a gate oxide and the on-current increase257

for a gate oxide is shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 7, we have shown the performance of ID for258

distinct values of VG under dielectrics of different oxides. In SiO2, the fluctuation in259

the current is predominant. Therefore, ZrO2 is more acceptable than SiO2. The ID-VG260

characteristic for the device with thin gate oxide is shown in Fig. 6(a). The SB CNT-261

FET with thin gate oxide exhibited ambipolar behaviour. The reason behind this is262

that the SB is thin and transparent to electrons and holes when the gate oxide is thin.263

Fig. 6(b) shows the actual behaviour of thin SB CNTFETs where the conduction is264

ambipolar due to the increased band to band tunnelling of holes. It happens because265

of the barrier lowering at the drain side for drain voltages greater than the gate volt-266

age. The thickness of the barrier at the drain side is also reduced, thereby contributing267

tunnelling current. This causes a damaging effect on the device operation in both the268

on and off state.269

5 Conclusion270

The ID-VG characteristics of the device with thick gate oxide, tox of 49.91 mm for271

VD = 0.5 V and 1 V, did not exhibit ambipolar behaviour. Such devices exhibit unipo-272

lar characteristics as compared to that of similar devices fabricated with thin gate ox-273

ide. Thick SB is the reason for the suppression of the ambipolar conduction, which is274

the result of the thicker gate oxide. The SB limits the current at the metal-CNT con-275

tact. By changing the thickness of the tunnelling barrier, the fringing field of the gate276

modulates the current. It is concluded that, in the proposed device, the conduction of277

electrons for negative gate voltages is suppressed due to the asymmetry introduced278

by the thick gate oxide. However, the on-current is compensated by the dielectric.279
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